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Week #86 

MEASURING AND WEIGHING ON SHABBOS – HEALTH RELATED 

Is it permissible to measure a child’s height or weight? 

Chazal decreed that one may not measure or weigh on Shabbos. This includes 

measuring the height or weight of any person. 

Is it permissible to take someone’s temperature (with a mercury thermometer)? 
Yes. Chazal did not prohibit measuring if the intention is to care for the sick.  
           According to Rav Moshe Feinstein, ZT’’L, taking someone’s temperature is not 
included in the prohibition of measuring and is therefore permitted for one who is not 
sick as well. 
Is it permissible to shake the thermometer down after using it? 

The thermometer should not be shaken down to prepare for the next use if one 

expects not to reuse it on Shabbos.    הכנה 

Is it permissible to use the kind of thermometers that show the temperature by 

dyeing numbers? 

Thermometers that show the temperature by dyeing numbers should not be used if a 

mercury thermometer is available. However, if a mercury thermometer is not available, 

it is permissible to use this thermometer for a choleh.     כותב צובע

Is it permissible to use an electronic (digital) thermometer? 

An electronic thermometer is forbidden to use. If one is in a hospital and the nurse 

wants to take one’s temperature, if possible one should not to take it orally since 

closing one’s mouth activates the electronic thermometer. If possible the temperature 

should be taken by placing the thermometer into an armpit that is already closed so 

that one does not activate the electric reaction. If this is not feasible, a choleh can be 

lenient and close his mouth after the thermometer was placed inside. 

Is it permissible to smear Vaseline on a thermometer? 

When using a rectal thermometer to take a child’s temperature one may not smear 

Vaseline on the thermometer. It is permissible to merely stick the thermometer into a 

jar of Vaseline and then use to measure. ממרח             

Is it permissible to use a tissue/ cotton dipped into alcohol to sterilize the 

thermometer? 

It is forbidden to use a tissue or cotton with alcohol on it to sterilize the thermometer. 

However, it is permissible to pour alcohol on the thermometer and wipe off with a 

tissue. סחיטה        


